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ZTT displayed the latest FTTx solution at FOE 2006

FOE 2006 is one of the leading Fiber
Optics Trade Show in Asia. More than
250 exhibitors participated on this
annual

event.

ZTT

has

actively

involved in this industrial program with
its latest fiber optics technological
product displayed. The 3 days trade
show attracted more than 11,627
attendees

worldwide

and

ZT

presented its FTTx solution with actual
product shown.

During this event, ZTT successfully
demonstrate its professional product
in Fiber Optic connection application.
Meetings were arranged to different telecommunication institutes, contractors, engineering firms as well as operators. Most
of them are interested in the SUPERFLEX low bending radius Single mode Optical Fiber (ZFOC R15) and Next generation
Fiber-to-the-home cable (FTTH cable). The ZFOC R15 fiber was developed to meet the harsh environment indoor
application of today’s FTTH market. Thanks to its super low bending radius that doubled the bending requirement in some
special case indoor. No more large bending is needed indoor and it is very flexible to route along with the structure of the
house or building.

The FTTH cable was developed with
FRPE jacket which is flame retardant in
nature.

With

its

unique

rectangular

shape and v-groove design, it largely
improve the crush and impact resistance
of the cable while maintaining flexible
bending and routing of the cable. It is
ideal for FTTH application.
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Zhongtian Technologies Co. Ltd (ZTT), (SSE code: 600522) a leading corporation in fiber optic industry develops, designs, manufactures,
supplies and distributes optical fiber, optical cable for indoor, outside plant, underground, aerial, non-metallic, self support, optical fiber ground wire
as well as networking & splicing closures. Public listed in Stock Exchange in Shanghai and currently operating more than 6 manufacturing facilities
in different site in China

ZT Optics, the worldwide business unit for telecommunication system solution of ZTT locates in Hong Kong. With its strategic strength on
established financial systems, well developed business environment as well as leading position in Asia, it brings ZT unlimited opportunities to go
international market.

